New On DVD & Blu-Ray

That's My Boy Who's your daddy? Well for Todd (Andy Samberg) that proves to
be a tricky question. You see back in fifth grade, his father (Adam Sandler) was
the teacher's pet in more ways than one. Thirty-something years later, Todd's
old man is back to bond over babes, brews and to, hopefully, get bailed out of
trouble. This raunchy, hysterically funny, I-can't-believe-they-just-did-that tale
of two mismatched men begs the eternal question: Like father, like son?
Costarring Leighton Meester and featuring incredible cameos from a
cavalcade of stars, including: Susan Sarandon, James Caan and Vanilla Ice. Sony
A Football Life Season One A Football Life isn't an easy life - it's years spent
building the body, honing the craft, and executing the plan. But for those who
work longer, harder, and smarter there is victory to be won and glory to be
savored. NFL Films showcases the lives and careers of NFL legends in the first
season of the hit NFL Network series, A Football Life. Starting with a two-part
look inside the mind of New England Patriots' head coach Bill Belichick and
continuing on through a gallery of storied players, coaches, and executives,
this four-DVD set captures the essence of what it is like to achieve the highest
levels of success amidst the pressure-cooker world of the National Football
League. What drove Kurt Warner to persevere when his career seems at a dead
end? How did Tom Landry reinvent the pro game using an engineer's
perspective? Why did running back Walter Payton, once deemed too small too
slow, become the greatest running back of all time? These questions and more
are answered with unprecedented access, insights from exclusive interviews,
and a stunning bonus disc containing the comprehensive Steve Sabol
interview with Al Davis. A Football Life: Season One is an essential watch for
any football fan. Vivendi
Resident Evil: Damnation United States Special agent Leon S. Kennedy sneaks
into a small Eastern Europe country to verify rumors that Bio Organic Weapons
(B.O.W.s) are being used in war. Right after his infiltration, the US government
orders him to leave immediately. Determined to uncover the truth, Leon
ignores the order and enters the battlefield to end the chain of tragedies
caused by the B.O.W.s. Sony
San Francisco 49ers Team of the 80s The perfect combination of a team, a
town, and a mission. Starting with his hiring in 1979, San Francisco head coach
Bill Walsh began constructing a unit that would fit his revolutionary vision of
what a pro football team could be. By astutely collecting talent, and then
implementing an offensive system that came to be known as "The West Coast
Offense," Walsh created a dynasty that would dominate the NFL throughout
the 1980s.In this exciting DVD, NFL Films takes you inside the Walsh years in
San Francisco, detailing the offensive and defensive systems, showcasing the
key players, and delving into the winning philosophy that created one of the
greatest sustained bodies of excellence in NFL history. From the legendary
catch to the thrilling last seconds of Super Bowl XXIII, The San Francisco 49ers:
Team of the '80s delivers all the key moments and all the essential memories. It
is a must-have for any 49ers fans. Warner
Batman: The Dark Knight Returns, Part 1 Another night falls over Gotham
City and with the darkness out crawls the crime and villainy from the shadows.
The days of The Batman and other noble super heroes are but faded
memories; violence and despair are now the harbingers of our time. But one
event will set a change into motion: when Harvey "Two Face" Dent shuns a
former rehabilitated life for a descent into corruption, an aged and weathered
Bruce Wayne dons the mask and cape once more. With a stellar voice cast
headed by Peter Weller, Ariel Winter and David Selby, this gritty DC Comics
legend comes to life with unforgettable battles, thrilling chases and the
promise of a better tomorrow for humanity, because there is nowhere for
criminals to hide when the Dark Knight returns. Warner
CSI: Season 12 CSI's forensic team never says die, even in a season packed with
old friends and new faces... beginning with the introduction of CSI supervisor
D.B. Russell. From the start, Russell thinks outside the box in a locked room
murder-mystery aboard a casino tram. From there the team, which also
includes George Eads, Paul Guilfoyle, Jorja Fox, Eric Szmanda, Robert David Hall,
David Berman, Wallace Langham and Elisabeth Hornois, takes on Vegas,
including going old school science to solve a mysterious kidnapping during a
citywide blackout. And they say goodbye to Catherine Willows as they
welcome blood expert Julie Finlay. Now in its twelfth season, Emmy and
People's Choice Award-winning CSI continues to be the most watched show in
the world. See why. Parmount/CBS
CSI: NY Season 8 In the eighth season of CSI: NY, the team is rocked by a
whirlwind of cases that strike all too close to home. Det. Mac Taylor grapples
with the memory of a personal tragedy. Det. Jo Danville has one more chance
to bring down a serial rapist who escaped justice. Recently promoted Sgt.
Danny Messer finds himself caught up in a shooting incident that could end
his career. Yet even as the crimes strike with unrelenting intensity, the brilliant
work of Det. Lindsay Monroe-Messer, Dr. Sid Hammerback, lab tech Adam Ross,
Det. Dr. Sheldon Hawkes, and Det. Don Flack, ensures that the evidence will
surface... and the guilty will pay. Paramount/CBS
CSI: Miami Final Season In its tenth and final adrenaline-packed season,
Horatio Caine and company continue to face off with the city's most vicious
and notorious criminals. Starring Golden Globe winner David Caruso, Emily
Procter, Adam Rodriguez, Rex Linn, Jonathan Togo, Eva La Rue and Omar
Benson Miller, this team is a force of nature in a city of sand, surf and sin.
Whether searching for a family who has vanished without a trace or exposing
the ugliness of a children's beauty pageant or hunting down a sinister new
serial killer, these agents follow the clues to the cold, hard truth of
cold-blooded murder. Paramount/CBS
Starship Troopers: Invasion The troopers of two starships have joined forces
to terminate a massive bug attack at a federation outpost. Before the mission
can be completed and the survivors evacuated, one ship abruptly departs and
goes inexplicably dark. The remaining battle-hardened troopers race to the
rescue, only to discover that the threat from the bugs is about to hit home.
With the latest in CGI technology, this film from executive Producer Casper Van
Dien and Director Shinji Aramaki (Appleseed) features the return of fan
favorite characters Johnny Rico, Captain Ibanez and Carl Jenkins. Sony

